


“�Online�groups�enable�youth�to�connect�to�peers�
who�share�specialized�and�niche�interests�of�
various�kinds...�In�these�interest-driven�networks,�
youth�may�find�new�peers�outside�the�boundaries�
of�their�local�community.�They�can�also�find�
opportunities�to�publicize�and�distribute�their��
work�to�online�audiences,�and�to�gain�new�forms�
of�visibility�and�reputation.”

� —Mizuko�Ito,�et�al

� �Living�and�Learning�with�New�Media:�
Summary�of�Findings�from�the�Digital�Youth�Project�
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Slide 1:
Welcome to our presentation of our FRAME concept and prototype. My name is ...
Start with a quote from research paper on the Digital Youth Project  called Living and Learning with New Media by Mizuko Ito. 
She looked at online friend networks and also interest driven networks. We are interested in the latter. She found that kids these networks allow kids to reach outside of their local community and connect with peers of different levels.



Observations� Insights�+�Findings

Contagious Interaction.

Ubiquitous technology

Create and share your point of view

Levels of Experience / Interaction

Organizing relevant Information

Element of Surprise

Structured vs Unstructured

Engaging through multiple senses

Interaction Exploration
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Slide2: Observations insights
Our initial user observations focussed on how users interact with different kinds of information (3 types?) in the urban environment. 
We found 9 main themes of which one drove the initial concept development for the project we’ll share with you today. A phenomenon that we observed with users taking photographs in the city:



Observations� Insights�+�Findings

Create and share your point of view
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Slide3: Observations insights
The digital screens on cameras allow users to share the photographs they just took with their friends and sometimes strangers. 
The private and individual act of capturing a moment or event becomes a moment of shared reflection.
For our project, we decided to focus our attention on the idea of “Point of View”



What�is�a�point�of�view?

Narrative
POV is described

Physical�vantage�point
POV is shown
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Slide4: What is a POV
We can distinguish 2 types. Narrative, descriptive and the POV as physical vantage point.



How�is�a�point�of�view�expressed?

1.
Through�mediated�
reproduction�of�the�
object�or�experience�

Record: photo, video 
Re-create: art, language

2.
Through�commentary
 
 
 
Extension or addition

3.
Through�actions
 
 
 
E.g. modify, destroy, 
elevate, isolate, hide



Opportunity�space� Design�area

An open learning environment  
that allows experts and laymen  
to share their unique point of view 
on places and events in the city, 
on the spot, in the moment.
A network that connects people 
that share an interest and that 
provides new viewpoints and 
surprising connections.



Opportunity�space� Problems�and�Opportunities

An open learning environment  
that allows experts and laymen 
to share their unique point of view  
on places and events in the city, 
on the spot, in the moment.
A network that connects people 
that share an interest and that 
provides new viewpoints and 
surprising connections.

Amateur Professional
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Slide7: Opportunity space -  Experts and Laymen
Connecting beginners and experts in an informal setting that benefits both.
Mimi Ito’s research shows that kids and adults coexist in online learning interest driven networks.



Opportunity�space� Problems�and�Opportunities

An open learning environment  
that allows experts and laymen  
to share their unique point of view 
on places and events in the city, 
on the spot, in the moment.
A network that connects people 
that share an interest and that 
provides new viewpoints and 
surprising connections.

Refined Coarse
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Slide8: Opportunity space - Unique POV
Sharing process, not just outcomes. Sharing point of view, not just the pictures. We are less interested in glossy outcomes, more in immediate sharing of inspirations.



Opportunity�space� Problems�and�Opportunities

An open learning environment  
that allows experts and laymen  
to share their unique point of view  
on places and events in the city, 
on the spot, in the moment.
A network that connects people 
that share an interest and that 
provides new viewpoints and 
surprising connections.

Reflective Immediate
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Slide9: On the spot, in the moment
Content can be shared in the moment of inspiration. It is un-curated and located where it is relevant




Opportunity�space� Problems�and�Opportunities

An open learning environment  
that allows experts and laymen  
to share their unique point of view  
on places and events in the city, 
on the spot, in the moment.
A network that connects people 
that share an interest and that 
provides new viewpoints and 
surprising connections.

Specific General
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Slide10: Share an interest
Filter through content based on your interest and the people in your interest network



Opportunity�space� Problems�and�Opportunities

An open learning environment  
that allows experts and laymen  
to share their unique point of view  
on places and events in the city, 
on the spot, in the moment.
A network that connects people 
that share an interest and that 
provides new viewpoints and 
surprising connections.
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Slide11: Surprising connections
(The same bridge can inspire designers, architects, painters or metallurgy experts alike. )
Find new avenues and unexpected inspirations



Objectives

Design�a�system�that...
- helps users develop and share a point of view 

- allows for discovery and spontaneous learning 

- is motivating and engaging 

- integrates into city

- integrates with user’s everyday life

- encourages creative collaboration 

- is multimodal
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Slide12: Design Objectives
- helps users develop and share a point of view (easy to use and organize)
- allows for discovery and spontaneous learning  (mobile, ubiquitous, low threshold to entry)
- is motivating and engaging  (immediate feedback, fun to use, surprise discovery)




Precedents�/�competitive�analysis
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Slide13: Competitive analysis
SHARE AND COMMENT
YouTube allows for uploading and video commenting.

LEARN
Bettr@ aims to create an online learning and mentoring network for skill development

DISCOVER
AR applications like Wikitude and UrbanArtGuide can map digital content on the physical environment

FILTER
Pandora let’s users create custom channels according to their exact music tasts.






Formal and informal learning centers

DYN B@ TS

Chicago Learning Network

CLN�integration



Formal and informal learning centers

DYN B@ TS

Chicago Learning Network

CLN�integration
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FRAME is a tool that helps to augment the network created by CLN, which consists of museums, libraries and educational institutions both formal and informal.
It will follow the set of standard and protocols established by CLN



Formal and informal learning centers

DYN B@ TS

Chicago Learning Network

CLN�integration
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as a starting point FRAME utilizes the network of peers and mentors created on Better@




The�FRAME�concept

You



The�FRAME�concept

You



The�FRAME�concept

You
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The concept of frame is centered around you and the city that you live in. Each one of you, at some point have been inspired by something in the city. Each one of you have  your own opinion, a point of view about the built environment around you.



The�FRAME�concept

You

Individuals



The�FRAME�concept

You

Individuals
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Likewise there are other million individuals who have their own points of views of the same environment.



The�FRAME�concept

You Experts

Individuals



The�FRAME�concept

You Experts

Individuals
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Amongst these individuals there are experts who have their expert point of view



The�FRAME�concept

You Experts

Individuals

Institutions



The�FRAME�concept

You Experts

Individuals

Institutions
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comprised of individuals and experts , we have institutions that have their opinions and points of view



The�FRAME�concept

You Experts

Individuals

Institutions
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FRAME makes these opinions, inspirations and points of view, easily available to you, so that you can informally learn your surroundings



The�FRAME�concept

SHARE

CREATE ORGANIZE
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You can create and record your unique points of view of a place or event in the environment, using any smart mobile device,

organize and reflect upon points of view from your laptop or home computer.

and the city is a channel to share your points of view and learn from other points of view, thus acting as a dynamic virtual learning environment



User�testing
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Two rounds of user testing with paper prototypes and Catalyst interactive screens provided us with valuable feedback on our interaction design.





act 1
Thom captures and shares some inspiration...







act 2
Mo discovers some inspiration and adds a new 
friend to his channel...













act 3
Mo gets the VIP treatment and meets Thom...







Straight A’s all around!
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I heart AR



Straight A’s all around!

Nailed it.

I heart AR

I think I’m getting 
hungry again




